Abstract. The location of submerged sandbars in the nearshore zone changes over time in response to variability in wave conditions. Here, cross-shore sandbar migration is studied with an empirical model consisting of a differential equation relating cross-shore sandbar migration to wave forcing. Model parameters are fitted to data sets containing multiple years of daily-observed positions of five sandbars at three field sites. From the fitted model parameters we determine the cross-shore location of zero-migration (equilibrium location), the stability of this equilibrium, and the rate (response time) at which a sandbar migrates toward or away from the equilibrium location. We find that for breaking waves a sandbar moves toward a stable, wave-height-dependent equilibrium location. For non-to slightly-breaking waves, however, a sandbar moves away from the equilibrium location, implying that the beach profile evolves toward a state without submerged sandbars. The response times can differ up to a factor three for different sandbars at a particular field site, and a factor ten between sandbars at different sites. For breaking waves, response times are found to decrease with increasing wave height from months to days, while for non-to slightly-breaking waves response times exceed several months. In general, response times remain larger than the timescale of variability in wave climate (several days), implying that sandbars spend most of their lifetime out of equilibrium with the wave forcing. The model is able to hindcast the relevant features of cross-shore sandbar migration on timescales of days to several years, and outperforms a baseline prediction of no change for all sandbars. When the equilibrium location is reached by both the hindcasted and actual sandbar, the hindcast error depends on the accuracy of the predicted equilibrium location only, and no longer on the history of accumulated errors. As a result, sandbars that occasionally reach their equilibrium location can accurately be predicted from the wave forcings over their entire lifespan. However, it is difficult to predict the exact rate of the yearly to interannual trends that are observed at two field sites, because the sandbars at these sites never reach the offshore-located equilibrium states associated with high waves.
Introduction
The nearshore zones of wave-dominated, micro-to macrotidal coasts are often characterized by the presence of one or more alongshore sandbars. Waves and currents transport the unconsolidated sediment in the nearshore zone, while the shape of the submerged profile, in turn, affects the waves and currents. The interaction between water motion and submerged sandbars is generally understood and modeled in terms of wave and sediment-transport processes represented on temporal scales of seconds to hours [e.g., Roelvink and Stive, 1989; Plant et al., 2001; Hoefel and Elgar , 2003; Henderson et al., 2004; Ruessink et al., 2007] . However, typical timescales of cross-shore sandbar behavior are in the order of days to several years, and show characteristics that are not related to the timescales of wave climate variability [e.g., Wijnberg and Terwindt, 1995; Ruessink et al., 2003] . Models that describe cross-shore sandbar behavior as the result of wave and sediment-transport processes on timescales of seconds to hours are prone to exponential error accumulation due to the nonlinear nature of those processes [see e.g. Ruessink and Kuriyama, 2008; Pape et al., 2009] . Small errors in the model processes, states and inputs can cause a rapidly increasing divergence between observed and modeled sandbar behavior. This hampers the prediction and understanding of long-term (months to years) cross-shore sandbar behavior based on the underlying physical processes represented on timescales of seconds to hours.
Instead of resolving the details of sediment transport under individual waves or wave groups, models can also be specified on the more abstract level of the features that evolve from the underlying processes. An often-made abstraction is the morphodynamic beach state concept [Wright and Short, 1984] , which describes the tendency of sandbars to return to similar configurations when exposed to variations in wave conditions. In the work of Plant et al. [1999 Plant et al. [ , 2006 such configurations take the role of attractor states toward which the nearshore zone evolves. In this framework, cross-shore sandbar behavior is described as migration toward the location of wave breaking, which changes with the time-varying offshore forcing.
While such behavioral descriptions of cross-shore sandbar migration contain no explicit references to underlying sediment-transport processes, Plant et al. [2001] proposed a mechanism that explains how the underlying onshore and offshore sediment-transport processes give rise to sandbar migration toward a wave-height-dependent equilibrium location. Detailed process-based modeling and field observations suggested that the mechanisms driving sandbar migration are wave breaking, undertow and wave nonlinearity [Roelvink and Stive, 1989; Gallagher et al., 1998; Hoefel and Elgar , 2003] . Intense wave breaking causes a maximum in the offshore-directed undertow located near the sandbar crest, resulting in erosion of sediment landward, and deposition seaward of the sandbar crest [Gallagher et al., 1998 ]. Wave nonlinearity for non-to slightly-breaking waves causes a maximum in the onshore-directed transport just seaward of the sandbar crest. This results in erosion of the seaward side and deposition at the landward side of a sandbar [Hoefel and Elgar , 2003] . Consequently, offshore and onshore sandbar migration is the result of the dominance of wave breaking and other forms of wave nonlinearity, respectively. The general patterns of cross-shore sediment transport beneath waves in high and low energy conditions has recently been illustrated using field measurements of suspended sediment transport by Tinker et al. [2009] .
For a given wave height, the amount of wave breaking and the related direction of sandbar migration is determined by the water depth above the sandbar. In a sloping profile, the wave height to water depth ratio, and the related direction and magnitude of sediment transport change with the cross-shore location. At the breakpoint location corresponding to a certain wave height, the offshore and onshore directed sediment-transport processes are balanced over a sandbar's cross-section, leading to no net migration. If the sandbar is not at the breakpoint, then one or the other process drives the sandbar toward the breakpoint location. As a result, cross-shore sandbar behavior might be characterized by migration toward an equilibrium location corresponding to the wave-height-dependent breakpoint location [Plant et al., 2001] . Since measured wave heights are often averaged over a number of waves with a certain amount of spread in wave height, the breakpoint for real-world situations reflects an average value of the zone in which the waves break. In case the waves break and reform several times before reaching the shore, breakpoints can occur over multiple sandbars. While the contribution of wave-driven processes is clear from earlier research, knowledge of these processes does not provide immediate insight into sandbar dynamics. A further understanding of the nature of the feedback in the sandbar system can be gained from a stability analysis of the interaction between the sandbar and the wave forcing.
Models that describe cross-shore sandbar behavior as migration toward a wave-height-dependent location have been successfully applied to describe several types of cross-shore sandbar behavior at different field sites [e.g., Plant et al., 1999 Plant et al., , 2006 Pape et al., 2007] . There are however still some unresolved questions and problems for this modeling approach. First, data-driven techniques such as the neural networks used in Pape et al. [2007] yield no representations of the relation between cross-shore sandbar migration and wave height that provide insight into the nature of their interactions. Second, the idea that sandbars migrate to a stable equilibrium location under fixed wave climate has recently been challenged by Grasso et al. [2009] . Their physical modeling experiments always produced decaying sandbars under constant wave forcing. Third, it has been suggested that sandbar migration toward a stable equilibrium state produces cross-shore sandbar behavior that is easy to predict [Plant et al., 2006] , but the analyses performed by Pape et al. [2009] demonstrate this is not always the case. Finally, the rate (response time) at which sandbars travel toward the equilibrium location is difficult to estimate from observations because the wave conditions and the related sediment-transport rates change rapidly with respect to noticeable changes in sandbar location. Wright et al. [1985] performed an initial attempt to qualify the response rate of sandbars as a function of the wave height and period, in terms of the beach states defined in Wright and Short [1984] . Subsequent studies mention response times for sandbar migration of 0.2 and 1 year for a 16-year data set with 2-weekly resolution [Plant et al., 1999] , and 20 days derived from a 60-day data set with 12-hour resolution at the same site [Plant et al., 2006] . The accuracy of these response times is questionable because of the differences in temporal resolutions and the use of small amounts of data for a limited range of conditions.
In the present work we investigate how, and how accurately cross-shore sandbar behavior can be described as migration toward a wave-height-dependent equilibrium location. Here, cross-shore sandbar behavior refers to the change in the cross-shore location of a sandbar as a feature, not the change in shape or volume (e.g. sandbar generation or decay). Our analyses are based on several years of sandbar and wave observations at three different field sites. The temporal and spatial resolutions of days and meters, respectively, of the observational data allow us to derive detailed dependencies of equilibrium locations and response times on the wave height. Also, the difference in long-term behavioral characteristics among the three data sets enables a comparison of our description for a range of scenarios. The response times and equilibrium locations of the sandbars are derived from the observations using a model based on the work of Plant et al. [1999 Plant et al. [ , 2006 . Forward iterations of this model based on known wave heights are applied to test its predictive capability on different timescales. Because the above description of cross-shore sandbar behavior is only valid for sandbars already in existence, we limit our analysis to clearly defined sandbars and do not consider sandbar generation or disappearance.
Observations
The analyses in the present work are based on three data sets obtained at: (1) the Gold Coast, Australia [Turner et al., 2004] , (2) Egmond, The Netherlands [Pape and Ruessink , 2008] and (3) Hasaki, Japan .
Sandbar data for the Gold Coast and Egmond were derived from images collected with Argus video monitoring stations [Holman and Stanley, 2007] . Time-exposure images projected on a horizontal plane [see Holland et al., 1997] often show alongshore high-intensity bands indicating the presence of wave breaking on the crests of submerged sandbars [Lippmann and Holman, 1989 ] (see Figure 1) . Here, we used a semi-automatic algorithm based on the approach of van Enckevort and to derive cross-shore sandbar locations from time-exposure plan-view images. The algorithm searches for the highest intensity in the neighborhood of extracted positions from previous or subsequent (in time) images. This method guides the quick and robust extraction of sandbar locations when wave breaking is alongshore continuous, and enables the extraction of sandbar positions for low-energy conditions when the high-intensity band of wave breaking is alongshore discontinuous. To verify the accuracy of this method for discontinuous breaker patterns, results for low-energy conditions were compared with sandbar locations derived from subsequent and previous breaking-based images. Differences between sandbar locations extracted from images with alongshore discontinuous breaker lines and the first breaking-based results before or after a period of low-energy conditions were small and generally equal to the differences in extracted sandbar location between subsequent low-energy conditions.
The algorithm was used to extract sandbar positions at the Gold Coast and Egmond with a daily resolution, at the lowest tide of each day, when wave breaking is most pronounced in the images. Data gathering at the Gold Coast started in August 1999, and continued until July 2008. Usually, two sandbars (inner and outer) could be distinguished in the Gold Coast images. The first part (until July 2000) of the inner sandbar data was left out of the analysis because the beach nourishment carried out during that period might interfere with the development of the inner sandbar , an example image, and the cross-shore sandbar position and wave height H as functions of time. x, y and z denote cross-shore, alongshore and vertical coordinates. Red (blue) (gray) colors represent outer (inner) (original) sandbar observations and outer sandbar (inner sandbar) (offshore) wave heights.
[ Ruessink et al., 2009] . Also, the decay phases [see Ruessink et al., 2009] of the outer sandbar were not taken into account. For the remaining days, cross-shore positions for the two sandbars were extracted over a stretch of coast of 5 km. Apart from the Argus-observed sandbar locations, an in situ profile measurement was obtained in June 2002 at the Gold Coast field site. The Egmond data set was obtained between May 1999 and July 2008, but data from the years 2000 and 2005 are almost entirely missing due to technical problems. During the measurement period, three different sandbars could be distinguished. However, wave-breaking on the most seawardlocated sandbar only took place during high-energy conditions, making this sandbar invisible in the Argus images during low and moderate wave conditions. Since our analyses require observations of sandbar behavior under many different wave conditions, we did not apply any further analyses to the most seaward-located sandbar. The two shorewardlocated sandbars at Egmond were extracted over a stretch of coast of 4 km and are termed inner and outer sandbar in the remainder of this work. Apart from the Argus-observed sandbar locations, profile observations were collected during the summer months of each year.
Images in the two Argus data sets for which sandbar positions could not be extracted reliably due to poor image quality (caused by fog or rain droplets on the camera lenses) or the malfunctioning of the video acquisition system were discarded from the analysis. Days with alongshore discontinuous breaker lines during low-energy conditions were included in the analysis, as explained before. Days for which no or only partial wave data were available were removed from the studied data sets. Extracted positions for each sandbar were averaged in the alongshore direction in the manner described in Appendix A. After that, Argus-observed sandbar locations were corrected for the effects of variable wave heights and water levels between observations as described in Appendix B. The resulting Argus data sets consisted of 2114 inner and 2565 outer sandbar observations at the Gold Coast, covering 64% and 78% of the observed period, and 2014 inner and 2015 outer sandbar observations at Egmond, covering 60% of the observed period.
At the Hasaki Oceanographic Research Station (HORS) daily profile measurements were performed along a singlepiled 400 m-long pier. Sandbar-crest locations defined as the location of the local maximum bottom elevation were derived from the measured profiles for the period between January 1987 and December 2001. Two sandbars (inner and outer) could be distinguished during this period. Although the inner sandbar is referenced as a bar here, it mostly resembled a terrace-like feature that was not clearly separated from the shoreline by a shoreward-located trough. Bathymetric surveys in a 600 m-wide area centered on the pier performed by Kuriyama [2002] , revealed that the inner sandbar often developed crescentic features and rip channels, while the outer sandbar remained alongshore uniform. Estimates of cross-shore sandbar locations for crescentic sandbars can be obtained by alongshore averaging over multiple crescentic shape features. However, at HORS cross-shore profiles were obtained at a single alongshore location, making it infeasible to accurately estimate cross-shore sandbar locations for crescentic sandbars. The inner sandbar at HORS was therefore discarded from further analyses. From the available data the days with a well-developed (height > 0.3 m) outer sandbars within the range of the pier were selected, yielding a total of 3124 sandbar-crest observations, which covers 57% of the observed period. In the following, both sandbar-crest locations derived from profiles and average cross-shore sandbar locations derived from Argus images at time t are referred to as x(t).
Water level and wave height, direction and period data were obtained from gauges located near each field site. The computed astronomical tide was used for the Gold Coast and HORS field sites, because no observations from nearby water level gauges were available. Also, the wave gauge at HORS is nondirectional, so the predominant direction of incoming waves at HORS (30
• ) was used instead in further processing steps. Since waves traveling to the shore transform and break due to interaction with the bottom, the offshore wave properties (measured at different water depths at different field sites) do not reflect actual hydrodynamic conditions at each location in the profile. We used the Battjes-Janssen wave transformation model with default parameters [Battjes and Janssen, 1978; Battjes and Stive, 1985] on several measured cross-shore profiles to compute estimates of wave properties just before the waves reach a sandbar. In case a sandbar is the first one encountered by the waves, we calculated the local wave properties at a fixed point 50 m offshore of the seaward end of the sandbar zone, where the waves are not yet affected by the presence of the sandbar. For shorewardlocated sandbars we determined the local wave properties at its seaward-side trough. Although only limited measured profile data were available, the Battjes-Janssen-computed wave height estimates the actual local wave height better than the offshore-measured wave height, as demonstrated in Appendix C. In the remainder of this work, the root-meansquared local wave height over the period between a sandbar observation at time t − dt and the observation at time t is referenced as H(t).
The three data sets used in the present work are depicted in Figure 1 . As can be inferred from this figure, a sandbar is generated near the shore. During its lifetime a sandbar experiences a net seaward migration and finally decays (as a sandbar) at the seaward boundary of the sandbar zone. When multiple sandbars are present, a decay event is usually followed by the migration of sandbars to the former location of their seaward-located neighbors. At the Gold Coast ( Figure 1a ) four sandbar generation and decay events can be observed during the nine-year measurement period. In between these events, the sandbars at this site reveal no yearly or interannual offshore migration trend, but instead move offshore and onshore within a fixed cross-shore range [see also Ruessink et al., 2009] . Only during exceptionally high energy conditions the outer sandbar at the Gold Coast moves further offshore than usual and disappears, after which the inner sandbar takes the place of the former outer sandbar. At Egmond (Figure 1b ) no sandbar disappearance or generation events can be observed during the observed period (the gaps in the data are due to camera malfunction), but it is known from earlier studies of the Dutch coast that the lifetime of a sandbar at Egmond is about 15 years [Wijnberg and Terwindt, 1995] . During this period, the sandbars at Egmond show a trend of interannual offshore migration with superimposed seasonal cycles of increased offshore migration during winter and onshore migration during summer months. A similar pattern of offshore migration is observed at HORS (Figure 1c ), albeit at a faster rate. The sandbars at this site disappear near the end of almost every year in the first part of the data set, but have a longer lifetime in the second part of the data, which is probably caused by a change in wave climate . The differences in cross-shore sandbar behavior between the three field sites are probably related to differences in sandbar volume, profile slope and wave climate, but a detailed explanation is as yet unknown.
Model Approach
Our analysis is based on a simplified model for cross-shore sandbar migration similar to the methods used by Plant et al. [1999 Plant et al. [ , 2006 . In our model, cross-shore sandbar migration is specified as the distance of the sandbar location x X -5 to the equilibrium location xeq at time t, times the inverse of the response time τ :
where d is the discrete difference operator. Assuming crossshore sandbar migration is a linear function of the local wave height, we can rewrite equation (1) as:
where A is a scalar, B a 1 × 2 vector and
The vector in equation (3) includes the local wave height H and a 1 to account for nonzero means in the data. Note that the model in equation (2) can be used to compute the present state from the previous state, given the wave forcing between the previous and the present state, and as such, does not need to know how the previous state came about (i.e. it does not require a time-history of wave heights or sandbar locations).
The values of A and B from equation (2) can be determined with a least-squares fit to the observations. Using the fitted values of A and B, the equilibrium cross-shore location xeq for a certain value of the wave height H can be found by setting the left-hand-side of equation (2) to zero, yielding:
Following Plant et al. [2006] , the response time can be computed from A using
In the following we refer to this approach as the fixedparameter model. Instead of treating A and B as fixed, it is also possible to vary their values with the wave height. This extension to the original fixed-parameter method allows us to obtain a detailed picture of the nonlinear dependence of the response time and equilibrium location on the wave height. To derive wave-height-dependent values for τ and xeq, A and B could be established by linear regression on parts of the data that are similar in terms of the wave height. In this fashion, the model equation is linearized around the value of the wave height in each part. Because linear regression is sensitive to noise and the observations are not noise-free, the number of parts would be severely limited by the available amount of observations. Also, the results might be sensitive to the choice of the boundaries of the parts. Instead of actually dividing the data in parts, it is also possible to perform a weighted linear regression on the entire data set based on similarity in wave height. The weight of each sample at time t is then determined by the distance between H(t) and the value of H currently under investigation. The distance function used here is the exponential of the negative scaled absolute difference between two wave heights:
where w(t) is the weight used in the weighted linear regression function, s a scaling factor, and dH(t) the difference between the value of the wave height at time t and the value of the wave height under investigation. The scaling factor s determines the rate at which weight values w decrease with decreasing similarity in wave height. Larger values of s make the results more specific to each wave height, but also increase the sensitivity to noise. In the following, the method in which A and B are allowed to vary with the wave height is referred to as the variable-parameter model. In contrast with the linear fixed-parameter model, the variableparameter model is a nonlinear model that uses a collection of linear functions to estimate the nonlinear relation between wave height and sandbar migration.
Results

Sensitivity to Temporal Averaging
Observations were divided into sets containing the values per sandbar (inner or outer) per site. First, the effect of the length of integration step dt on the response time τ was investigated by computing response times with the fixedparameter model for values of dt ranging from one to thirty days. The results are displayed in Figure 2 . For all sandbars the response time is positive, meaning that the sandbars migrate toward a stable equilibrium location. As can be inferred from the different scales on the vertical axes in Figure 2 , the response time at the different field sites differs almost a factor ten, while values of τ for different sandbars at the same site differ up to a factor three. At the Gold Coast τ is larger for the inner sandbar than for the outer sandbar, while at Egmond this is the other way around. Also, Figure 2 clearly reveals that τ is not constant, but depends on dt, and thus on the temporal resolution of the data. In Section 5.1 we discuss possible explanations for the differences in response time between sandbars and field sites, and the dependence of τ on dt.
Sandbar Response to Waves
In the next experiment we used the variable-parameter model to calculate the response time τ and the equilibrium location xeq for all wave heights in the data sets. The scaling factor s in equation (6) was chosen to be four times the standard deviation in wave height in each data set, which yielded the least amount of scatter while still preserving major trends in τ and xeq. Values of s between one and eight times the standard deviation in wave height did not alter the trends significantly. To reveal the effect of the temporal resolution in the variable-parameter model, the results were computed for dt = 2, 5 and 10 days. Choosing dt < 2 days produced plots in which the trends were not clearly visible for the slow-responding sandbars, while using dt > 10 days obscured the trends in the fast-responding sandbars. Figure 3 shows the response time and equilibrium location derived with the variable-parameter model for all values of H in each sandbar data set. Additionally, the results of the fixed-parameter model for dt = 2 days are plotted for comparison.
In the fixed-parameter model, the response time is constant, and the equilibrium position depends linearly on the wave height. Response times are always positive, implying that the sandbars migrate toward the equilibrium location. For all sandbars at all sites the equilibrium location shifts offshore with increasing wave height. The minimumobserved sandbar location approximately coincides with the equilibrium location at the lowest-observed wave height, except for the Gold Coast inner sandbar. This exception might be due to inaccurate local wave height computations for the inner sandbar at the Gold Coast, which were based on only a single profile observation. For the highest waves, equilibrium locations derived from the fixed-parameter model extend up to several hundreds of meters seaward of the range in which the sandbars are observed. During high-wave events a sandbar is headed toward a location far beyond the range in which it normally resides. Because the response time in the fixed-parameter model is much larger than the duration of the high-wave events, the predicted sandbar location never actually reaches those offshore equilibrium locations.
When the response time and equilibrium location are allowed to vary with the wave height, a more detailed picture emerges for the dependence of the response time and equilibrium location on the wave height. A striking difference with the fixed-parameter model results is the switch from positive to negative response times at small wave heights, and a corresponding abrupt change in equilibrium location. Positive response times indicate that a sandbar migrates toward the equilibrium location (stable response), while negative response times imply migration away from the equilibrium location (unstable response). The switch from unstable to stable response is found in both the in situ (i.e. HORS) and the image-derived (i.e. The Gold Coast and Egmond) results, which indicates that this is not an artifact caused by the image-based sandbar-extraction process, but is a generic feature of sandbar behavior. Also, note that the switch in response time and the abrupt change in equilibrium location is present for all values of dt. The large values and scatter around the switch point in τ and xeq are caused by the violation of our implicit assumption that the nonlinear dependence of the response time and equilibrium position on the wave height is smooth. While this might be a shortcoming in our description of cross-shore sandbar behavior, it also clearly demonstrates the change in cross-shore sandbar response from unstable to stable with increasing wave height. This switch is found in all results at slightly different wave heights, except for the Gold Coast inner sandbar. Again, the probable cause for this exception is the imprecise local wave height computation at the Gold Coast inner sandbar. However, the results for this sandbar show a similar switch for H ≈ 0.6 m for larger values of s.
Negative response times for small wave heights are accompanied by large equilibrium location values. The negative response times for these wave heights imply that a sandbar migrates away from the equilibrium location, which from our abstract formalism, could be either onshore or offshore, depending on which side of the equilibrium location a sandbar resides. In general (ignoring some scatter around the switch point), the equilibrium location for the lowest waves is located near the seaward end of the sandbar zone. Since a sandbar in practice mostly resides landward of those equilibrium locations, sandbar migration in the low-wave regime is directed onshore, but at a slow rate, as indicated by large negative τ values.
Increasing the wave height beyond the switch point causes a decrease in response time, and an offshore-directed change in equilibrium location. While for the fixed-parameter model the equilibrium location increased linearly with the wave height, for the variable-parameter model we find different trends at different field sites. At the Gold Coast, the equilibrium location shifts offshore, but stays within the zone in which a sandbar was observed. The response time for the highest waves decreases to only several hours, implying that during a high-wave event of several days a sandbar might actually reach its equilibrium location. Equilibrium locations at Egmond and HORS on the other hand, are still found several hundreds of meters seaward of the sandbar zone for the highest waves. The response times during those conditions are in the order of weeks. Sandbars at these field sites migrate toward an offshore equilibrium outside the sandbar zone during high-wave events, but never actually get there because their response is too slow. Note that the negative response times and scatter for the highest waves at Egmond and HORS do not represent changes in system response from stable to unstable, but are instabilities that can be attributed to the small number of (noisy) high-wave observations on which the model parameters are based.
Hindcasts
The analyses in the previous sections revealed that crossshore sandbar behavior on timescales of one to several days can be represented as migration toward a wave-heightdependent equilibrium location. To investigate how this description relates to the different types of long-term crossshore sandbar behavior in the data sets, we tested both the fixed-parameter and the variable-parameter model in hindcast mode. For the fast responding Gold Coast site we set dt to 2 days, while for the slower responding Egmond and HORS observations we used dt = 5 days. The value of s in the variable-parameter model was set to four times the standard deviation in wave height, just as in the previous experiments.
Model performance was computed at a number of prediction intervals. At the start of each prediction interval, the observed sandbar location and wave height were supplied to the model. After that, the model used model-predicted sandbar locations and observed wave conditions, until the end of the prediction interval was reached. The difference between the model output and the observed sandbar location at that point served as a measure for the capability of the model to reproduce observed sandbar behavior at the selected prediction interval. To ensure reliable outcomes, this process was repeated starting at every sample in the timeseries data with a sufficient (i.e. the length of the prediction interval) number of subsequent samples, and the results were averaged. Model performance was expressed as a skill score X -7 indicating the model's accuracy relative to a baseline prediction of no change since the start of the prediction interval.
For each prediction interval we computed skill scores based on root-mean-squared errors as:
(a) The Gold Coast where ep is the root-mean-squared difference between model predictions and observations, and e b is the root-meansquared difference between the baseline and the observations. According to this formulation, positive skill scores indicate that the model prediction is better than the baseline prediction of no change. because sandbars with lifetimes shorter than 200 days could no longer be included in the skill-score computation. As Figure 5 indicates, the variable-parameter model achieves a higher skill at prediction intervals up to at least 50 days for all sandbars. However, at Egmond and HORS, the fixed-parameter model starts to outperform the variable-parameter model for larger prediction intervals. At those sites, the fixed-parameter model usually continued to achieve better skill scores than the variable-parameter model for sandbars that existed longer than 200 days. At the Gold Coast on the other hand, the variable-parameter model always outperformed the fixed-parameter model, even for prediction intervals longer than 200 days. In Section 5.3 we discuss why the more detailed variable-parameter model sometimes performs worse than the fixed-parameter model.
To investigate the type of long-term behavior produced by the models, we ran the models in hindcast mode for all sandbars starting at the beginning of each sandbar observation period (the vertical dotted lines in Figure 4) . The model hindcasts in Figure 4 reveal that both the fixed-and variable-parameter model can reproduce all types of longterm cross-shore behavior at the three field sites. At the Gold Coast (Figure 4a ), both the rapid offshore migration during high-wave events and the slower onshore return during quiet conditions are predicted. The models also reproduce the interannual offshore-directed trends at Egmond (Figure 4b) , together with the superimposed seasonal patterns of onshore and offshore migration (especially at the inner sandbar). However, the rate of the interannual trend is not predicted accurately, resulting in an increasing divergence between observations and model predictions over time. Patterns of offshore migration on timescales of months to years at HORS (Figure 4c ) are also reproduced by the models, but again, the rate of the offshore migration is not always predicted accurately.
We computed skill scores for the long-term predictions over the entire lifetime of each sandbar (or the timespan of the observations, whichever is shorter), and averaged the results in case several sandbars were present during the observed period (i.e. at the Gold Coast and HORS). In contrast with the skill scores computed at a certain prediction interval, we call the skill scores computed over the entire lifetime of a sandbar the long-term skill score. To investigate the sensitivity of the model predictions to the choice of dt and s, we tested both models for all combinations of dt ∈ {2, 5, 10} and s ∈ {1, 4, 8}. The resulting long-term skill scores were found to be positive for all sandbars and settings of dt and s. Table 1 contains the long-term skill scores for the model hindcasts in Figure 4 . At the Gold Coast, the long-term skill scores of the variable-parameter model were higher than those of the fixed-parameter model, just as in Figure 5 . Changing dt and s altered the longterm skill scores slightly, but the variable-parameter model outperformed the fixed-parameter model for all combinations of dt and s. Contrastingly, at Egmond and HORS the variable-parameter model was mostly outperformed by the fixed-parameter model on the long term. Only at the Egmond inner sandbar did the variable-parameter model perform slightly better than the fixed-parameter model. The difference in long-term skill scores at Egmond and HORS corresponds to the results in Figure 5 , where the variableparameter model performed worse than the fixed-parameter model for large prediction intervals. We also found that the results of the variable-parameter model at Egmond and HORS was highly sensitive to the choice of dt and s. Slight changes in dt or s could significantly alter the rate of the offshore-directed trends, causing increasing differences between observations and hindcasts similar to the diverging predictions of the fixed-and variable-parameter models and the observations in Figures 4b and 4c. 5. Discussion
Response Times and Equilibrium States
Our analyses revealed a considerable variation in response time between different sites and sandbars. Response times could differ up to a factor three for different sandbars at the same site, and almost factor ten between sandbars at different field sites (Figure 2 ). At the Gold Coast the response time is larger for the inner sandbar than for the outer sandbar, while at Egmond this is the other way around. Larger response times (slower response rates) for the Gold Coast inner sandbar might be attributed to a lower wave regime at this sandbar. Before the waves reach the inner sandbar, they usually break on the outer sandbar and lose some of their energy, leaving less energy to transport the sediment contained in the inner sandbar. However, the inverse results at Egmond demonstrate that this can only be a partial explanation. Additionally, the amount of sediment in a sandbar might also play an important role. Given the same energy, it takes longer to transport a large sandbar than a sandbar with a smaller volume of sediment. In all profiles seaward-located sandbars contained more sediment than their landward-located neighbors, but we cannot make a comparison between sandbar volumes at different sites because the single profile observation at the Gold Coast is insufficient to accurately determine these volumes.
The response times found in our analyses are affected by the process of averaging over wave heights, and thus the temporal resolution of the used data (Figure 2 ). Increasing the integration time step damps out high waves, and decreases the contribution of rapid sandbar responses during high-wave events. As a result, the response times increase when the averaging is performed over an increasing number of time steps. The range of different values mentioned in earlier studies, sometimes even for the same site [e.g., Plant et al., 1999 Plant et al., , 2006 , might be partially explained by differences in temporal resolution of the observations used in these analyses.
A consistent feature in the variable-parameter results is the switch from negative to positive response time at small wave heights, and a corresponding abrupt change in equilibrium location (Figure 3 ). Further inspection of the image data revealed that the negative response time regime is associated with non-to slightly-breaking waves. Differences in the wave height at which this change happens can be attributed to differences in water depth above the sandbar. Using the results of our analysis and the observed profiles, we found that the root-mean-squared local wave height (before the waves reach the sandbar) to water depth ratio of the change to positive response times ranged from 0.15 to 0.4. These values are consistent with moderate wave breaking, implying that unstable response is associated with non-to slightly-breaking waves and stable response with breaking waves.
In the low-wave regime, sandbars do not travel toward some wave-height-dependent cross-shore location, but always onshore. The results indicate that sandbars will continue to migrate onshore in this regime, but in reality sandbar migration is physically limited by the presence of a shoreward-located sandbar or the shore. During long periods of low waves, sandbars will therefore merge with a landward-located neighbor or the shoreline, which eventually drives the nearshore zone to a state without submerged sandbars. Although this state is not strictly an equilibrium state that is inferred from our method, nonexistent sandbars can be considered in equilibrium with the forcings, and as such, a beach state without submerged sandbars (i.e. reflective) might well be an equilibrium state.
The positive response times in the breaking regime indicate that sandbars migrate toward a wave-height-dependent equilibrium location. The rate at which sandbars migrate toward the equilibrium location in the breaking regime was found to increase with increasing wave height. An increase in migration rate with increasing wave height is consistent with the increase in wave energy and related sedimenttransport rate. Furthermore, the offshore shift in equilibrium location with increasing wave height is consistent with an offshore change in wave breaking location with increasing wave height (i.e. the breakpoint hypothesis [e.g., Plant et al., 1999] ). It is important to realize that this finding does not imply that sandbars always migrate offshore with increasing wave height, but that the location that they are attracted to shifts offshore with increasing wave height. Whether a sandbar migrates onshore or offshore depends on which side of the equilibrium location it resides. Our finding that, in the breaking regime, sandbars migrate toward an equilibrium location and stop migrating once they get there corroborates existing knowledge about the underlying sediment transport processes [e.g. Roelvink and Stive, 1989; Gallagher et al., 1998; Hoefel and Elgar , 2003 ]. As our results indicate, the feedback between water motion and sandbar response, for example mentioned in Hoefel and Elgar [2003] , is stable in the breaking regime and unstable in the low-wave regime. Response times for cross-shore sandbar behavior are often much larger than the timescale of the variability in wave climate (first minimum of the autocorrelation in wave height was found around 10 days). Usually, wave conditions do not remain the same long enough for a sandbar to reach its equilibrium location. As a result, sandbars spend most of their lifetime in states that are not in equilibrium with the wave forcings. In the following sections we explain how this finding can account for several aspects of sandbar behavior that are encountered in the field, and why it is of particular importance for our understanding of long-term cross-shore sandbar behavior.
As explained in Section 2, we used the Battjes-Janssen model to compute consistent measures for the local wave height at different field sites and sandbars. To investigate whether the results of our analyses depend on the method and accuracy of the local wave height computation, we repeated all analyses with offshore-measured wave heights. While the actual values for the response time, equilibrium location and the switch from unstable to stable response could differ slightly (< 10%), the main trends (e.g. switch from unstable to stable response, seaward shift of the equilibrium location for increasing wave height during breaking conditions, equilibrium within the sandbar zone at the Gold Coast, but not at Egmond and HORS, etc.) were consistently found for both offshore-measured and locallycomputed wave heights. A positive exception to this is the Gold Coast inner sandbar, where we found a switch from negative to positive response time for offshore-measured wave heights, similar to the case where we used larger values of s and local wave heights (see Section 4.2). These findings indicate that the method and accuracy of the local wave height computation do not affect the implications of our analyses.
Sandbar Behavior
The model hindcasts (Figure 4) show that the main aspects of long-term cross-shore sandbar behavior (seasonal and annual to interannual trends) can be described as migration toward a wave-height-dependent equilibrium location. A closer inspection of Figure 3 reveals how the model deals with the annual to interannual trends at Egmond and HORS. The equilibrium locations at these two sites extend seaward of the sandbar zone for the highest waves (Figure 3) , and the response times during those conditions remain large (> 10 days). During high-wave events, the sandbars at Egmond and HORS migrate toward the offshore equilibrium locations, but due to their slow response never reach those locations. Response times during quiet conditions are even larger, making it infeasible for sandbars to ever reach their equilibrium location. Plant et al. [1999] already showed that response times larger than the timescale of the variability in wave climate lead to long-term offshore-directed trends in sandbar location. In the model of Plant et al. [1999] sandbars eventually approach the long-term mean value of the equilibrium location and start to oscillate about this location. However, the results in Figures 3b and 3c reveal that the equilibrium locations for the highest waves are not reached by the sandbars. The Egmond data does not span an entire migration cycle of the sandbars, so we cannot rule out the possibility that the sandbars at this site will eventually reach the offshore equilibrium locations. At HORS on the other hand, several offshore migration cycles are covered, but equilibrium locations seaward of the sandbar zone are still found. These findings make clear that even persistent offshore-directed trends in sandbar location can be explained as migration toward an equilibrium location.
At the Gold Coast, the equilibrium locations stay within the zone in which the sandbar was observed. Due to the small response times (< 1 day) for high-wave conditions at this site, the sandbars are able to reach their equilibrium location within the duration of a single storm. Any trends longer than the variability in wave climate are reset when a sandbar reaches its equilibrium location during occasional high-energy events.
Because of the large response times found at sites with long-term trends, short-term (i.e. days to weeks) studies at sites with such trends could seem to indicate that sandbar migration is transient (i.e. sandbars continue to migrate under fixed forcings). Our analyses indicate that researchers working in the low-wave regime would indeed observe transient onshore sandbar migration [see e.g. Grasso et al., 2009] . However, the stable response in the breaking regime implies that under constant forcing a sandbar migrates toward the equilibrium location, and stops migrating once it gets there. As such, long-term offshore-directed trends in sandbar location should not be considered transient, but as the result of large response times in combination with equilibrium states located far seaward of the zone in which a sandbar normally resides. While in the present work we derive the existence of those offshore equilibrium locations by extrapolating observations, detailed numerical and physical modeling is needed to provide further support for such offshore-located equilibrium sandbar states.
A complicating factor concerning the conclusions about the model-predicted trends at Egmond is the increase in local wave height over time. The trend (R 2 < 0.05, 99% significance) in local wave height is caused by offshore migration of sandbars seaward of the point where the local wave height is computed. As these sandbars migrate offshore, the water depth above their crests increases and less wave breaking occurs seaward of the point where the local wave height is computed. Over time, this causes an increase in local wave height for the two studied sandbars at Egmond. Repeating the experiments for Egmond with offshore-measured wave heights (no trend, 99% significance), we found that the model was still able to reproduce both the interannual trends and the superimposed seasonal patterns. This finding supports our conclusion that long-term trends are the result of large response times and offshore-located equilibrium states, and can evolve without an increase in wave height on the timescale of the trend.
In the literature, wave conditions are often related to sandbar states, such as those in the morphodynamic beach state classification system of Wright and Short [1984] . Because instantaneous wave conditions often correlate poorly to the beach state, average antecedent wave conditions, sometimes augmented with a time-decay factor [e.g., Wright et al., 1985] are generally used as a predictor for the beach state [e.g., Lippmann and Holman, 1990; Short and Aagaard , 1993; Davidson and Turner , 2009; Sénéchal et al., 2009] . Wright et al. [1985] tried to estimate the time it takes for a sandbar to transform from one state into the other, using wave height, period and sediment fall velocity. Recomputing the results of our analysis using the dimensionless sediment fall velocity as was done in Wright et al. [1985] yielded patterns for the response times and equilibrium states similar to those in Figure 3 . However, models using the local wave height rather than the dimensionless sediment fall velocity produced more accurate long-term predictions for all sandbars at all sites. The slow adjustment times found in our analyses imply that the beach states described in Wright and Short [1984] do not necessarily represent equilibrium states. Although a time-decay average over different wave conditions might yield a proxy for the instantaneous sandbar state, it is unclear whether these states remain stable when the conditions stay fixed as long as the response timescales found here.
In the present work, alongshore variability, such as crescentic shapes and rip channels, was averaged out and considered as a noise term. Alongshore variability is often thought to develop during low to moderate wave heights [e.g. Wright and Short, 1984] , when cross-shore sandbar migration is small. The effects of alongshore variability on cross-shore sandbar migration are therefore obscured by large alongshore-uniform sandbar migration during highwave events. However, it would be interesting to find out if and how alongshore variability affects cross-shore sandbar migration on short timescales, and how this relates to the predictability of long-term sandbar behavior, especially for sandbars with long-term offshore-directed trends.
Apart from the effect of alongshore variability on crossshore sandbar migration, our findings about cross-shore sandbar behavior might also be important for understanding the development of alongshore variability. For example, O'Hare and Huntley [2006] suggested that the change in response time of cross-shore sandbar behavior with changing wave height could be related to the observation that sandbars often become alongshore uniform during storms and develop crescentic shapes and rip-channels during quiet conditions. When the response time of cross-shore migration is small compared to the timescale of the development of crescentic features, a sandbar rapidly migrates to its cross-shore equilibrium location at every alongshore location. Any deviations from this cross-shore equilibrium will be damped out rapidly, and the sandbar becomes alongshore uniform. When the response time of cross-shore migration becomes larger, migration toward the cross-shore equilibrium location becomes too slow to repress the development of alongshore variability, and the sandbar can develop crescentic shapes. Note that our suggestion does not in any way explain what physical processes (e.g. circulation) are responsible for the change of alongshore sandbar shape from crescentic to linear X -11 and vice versa, but only concerns the ratio between the response times of the alongshore and cross-shore components of sandbar response to those processes.
Predictability
While the models presented here are able to predict the main features of long-term cross-shore sandbar behavior, it remains difficult to accurately predict the yearly to interannual trends at Egmond and HORS. Model predictions at the Gold Coast, however, follow the observations closely over the entire lifetime of the sandbars. During high-energy events the response time for the sandbars at the Gold Coast becomes so small that both the predicted and the actual sandbar reach the equilibrium location. When the equilibrium location is reached, the error made by the model depends only on the accuracy of the predicted equilibrium location, and no longer on the accumulated errors made over previous time steps. At Egmond and HORS, however, sandbars never reach the equilibrium locations associated with high waves, so that divergences between predictions and observations continue to build up over time [see also Pape et al., 2009] . Differences in response time thus not only cause a difference in long-term cross-shore behavior from no interannual trend at the Gold Coast to a 15-year cycle at Egmond, but also an associated difference in predictability. As such, the suggestion of Plant et al. [2006] that the existence of a stable cross-shore equilibrium state for breaking waves implies good predictability might well be correct for sandbar behavior without long-term trends, but not for sandbars whose behavior is dominated by annual to interannual trends.
The relation between predictability and long-term crossshore behavior is also reflected in the performance difference between the fixed-and variable-parameter models. At the Gold Coast, the variable-parameter model outperforms the fixed-parameter model over all prediction intervals up to the entire lifetime of a sandbar. At Egmond and HORS, the variable-parameter model performs better than the fixedparameter model on prediction intervals of at least 50 days, but on longer prediction intervals the fixed-parameter model makes better hindcasts. The reason for this difference is that the more detailed variable-parameter model is a nonlinear model that suffers from exponential amplification of errors over time, while the errors of the linear, fixed-parameter model accumulate only linearly. During the prediction of sandbar behavior that is dominated by long-term trends (Egmond and HORS), the errors of the variable-parameter model grow faster than the errors of the fixed-parameter model. Although the relation between sandbar migration and wave height on timescales of several days is modeled in more detail by the variable-parameter model, the increased build-up of errors at Egmond and HORS often causes the variable-parameter model to perform worse than the fixed-parameter model over prediction intervals longer than 50 days. At the Gold Coast, the variable-parameter model is able to outperform the fixed-parameter model over all prediction intervals, because the accumulated error is reset when a sandbar reaches its equilibrium location during storms.
Error accumulation arises from inaccurate representations of the initial sandbar location, the wave forcings, limited numerical accuracy, and errors introduced in the process of model building. It could be that some of these errors entered the model-building process and hindcasting through inaccurate local wave height computations, for example due to the use of astronomical tides rather than measured water levels, or due to shortcomings in the selected wave-transformation model. To investigate the role of the local wave height computations, we repeated the modelbuilding and hindcasts with offshore-measured wave heights.
We found only small differences (< 15%) between the performance values of models based on local wave heights and models based on offshore-measured wave heights. Also, differences in behavior and performance differences between fixed-and variable-parameter models remained consistent, independent of the type of wave forcing. These findings indicate that inaccuracies in the local wave height computation do not affect the implications of our analyses.
Based on numerical modeling experiments of the HORS data, Ruessink and Kuriyama [2008] concluded that the predictability of cross-shore sandbar behavior decreases for increasing wave height. Our findings indicate that the increased migration rates during high waves indeed cause a decrease in predictability when a sandbar does not reach its equilibrium location (Egmond and HORS) . However, when a sandbar reaches the equilibrium location during high-wave conditions (the Gold Coast), it becomes easier to predict the location of a sandbar during these conditions. It should be noted though, that accurate predictions of cross-shore sandbar behavior at the Gold Coast can only be made in the presence of known forcings (i.e. chronology matters, [see also Ruessink et al., 2009] ). Sandbars whose cross-shore behavior is dominated by long-term trends (Egmond and HORS) are less sensitive to the chronology of the wave forcing, but the rate of the offshore-directed trends is still difficult to predict, even when the forcings are known.
Conclusion
The analyses of the relation between cross-shore sandbar migration and wave height show that sandbars move toward a stable equilibrium location during breaking conditions. This implies that during breaking conditions, the direction of sandbar migration is not determined by the wave height nor by the sign of the change in wave height (e.g. sandbars can migrate onshore under high waves, and sandbars do not necessarily migrate offshore when the wave height increases). Instead, the direction of sandbar migration depends on which side of the equilibrium location a sandbar resides. For increasing wave height, sandbar migration rates increase, and equilibrium locations shift offshore. Migration toward a wave-height-dependent equilibrium location is in accordance with earlier analyses of Plant et al. [1999 Plant et al. [ , 2006 .
Our detailed nonlinear analysis method further reveals that during non-to slightly-breaking conditions sandbars migrate away from the equilibrium location, an observation that has not been reported before. Sandbar migration in the non-to slightly-breaking regime is directed onshore, which eventually gives rise to a beach state without submerged sandbars.
Response times depend on the integration step size, and differ up to a factor three for different sandbars at a particular field site, and a factor ten between sandbars at different sites. Because the response times of cross-shore sandbar behavior are generally larger than the timescale of the variability in wave climate, sandbars hardly ever reach their equilibrium location. As such, sandbars spend most of their lifetime out-of-equilibrium with the wave forcing.
Models that represent cross-shore sandbar behavior as migration toward a wave-height-dependent equilibrium location are able to predict many relevant features of long-term sandbar behavior, including seasonal, yearly and interannual trends. Trends on timescales longer than the variability in wave climate are caused by the combination of slow sandbar migration during high waves toward equilibrium locations seaward of the zone in which a sandbar resides, and even slower migration to landward-located equilibria during lower waves. When response times become smaller than the timescale of variability in wave climate, sandbars reach their equilibrium locations within the duration of a single high-wave event, and no long-term trends will develop.
Differences in response time between individual sandbars cause differences in predictability. Cross-shore sandbar behavior without long-term trends can be accurately predicted from the wave forcing conditions over the entire lifespan of a sandbar. Long-term trends in sandbar behavior are more difficult to predict, even for known wave forcings, because errors continue to accumulate over time.
The location of maximum intensity in an Argus image is known to deviate from the in situ sandbar position, depending on the water level and wave height [van Enckevort and Ruessink , 2001; Alexander and Holman, 2004] . Waves break further seaward (shoreward) of the sandbar crest with increasing (decreasing) wave height and decreasing (increasing) water level. A change in wave height or water level between subsequent image observations causes a change in location of maximum wave breaking in the images not associated with real sandbar migration. Here we give a method that filters out the effects of changing water levels and wave heights on Argus-observed sandbar locations. The correction method uses a linear model for Argus-observed sandbar migration with two components: (1) a model for the actual sandbar migration based on the average wave height between observations and (2) a model for the artificial migration caused by the difference in instantaneous (at the time the Argus picture was taken) wave height and water level. The coefficients of this linear model can be obtained with a least-squares fit on the observations. After that, the sandbar locations can be projected on the mean water level and mean instantaneous wave height by inserting the mean values of these variables in the linear model.
The correction method is based on a model for sandbar migration that describes the change in the Argus-observed location of highest breaking intensity dxa(t) between times t − dt and t. This change can be divided in two parts: the migration of the real sandbar-crest location dxs and some function f1 of the change in water level dh(t) and local wave height dH(t) between t − dt and t:
Here, we use a model f2 for the actual sandbar migration dxs(t) that is based on the previous sandbar location xs(t − dt) and the average local wave heightH(t) between t − dt and t:
The in situ sandbar location xs(t − dt) in equation (B2) is unknown, because corrections for the water level and wave height have not yet been performed. Instead, we can use the Argus-observed sandbar location and include some correction function f3 for the wave height and water level at that time:
Now we can substitute equation (B3) for xs(t − dt) in equation (B2), yielding:
Using equation (B4) for dxs(t), we can rewrite equation (B1) as:
which is now completely specified in terms of known hydrodynamic data and Argus observations. Since we do not know the shape of any of the f· functions, we assume they are just weighted linear combinations of the input variables. Below we explain why this is actually not a bad assumption for the purpose of data correction. Assuming functions f1 and f4 are linear, equation (B5) can be rewritten into:
The coefficients w· can be found by linear regression on the observations. Next, the Argus-observed sandbar locations xa(·) can be corrected for the effects of variable H(·) and h(·) by projecting the part of the migration described in X -13 
, (B7) whereH(·) is the mean local wave height over all observations,h(·) the mean water level over all observations and xe(t) the sandbar position corrected for the effects of wave height and water level changes, which estimates the actual sandbar-crest position xs(t) with some offset.
A major simplification made in the correction method is the use of linear functions for sandbar migration. Pape et al. [2007] and Pape and Ruessink [2008] have shown that linear models for cross-shore sandbar migration based on location and local wave height are almost as accurate as nonlinear models. This does not contradict existing knowledge about the nonlinear relation between sediment transport and wave height, because sediment transport and sandbar migration are not the same and take place over different timescales. To test whether the linearity assumption still holds for our correction method, we performed the correction using several nonlinear transformation of the input variables, such as √ H, H 2 and H 3 at the corresponding time indices in equations B6 and B7. Also, we tested several partial linear models on different divisions of the input variables, including sandbar location and time. As expected, the maximum difference between the corrections of the linear method and the methods using several combinations of nonlinear transformations of the input variables, or partial linear models was only a few decimeters.
A further assumption in our model for in situ sandbar migration (equation (B2)) is that sandbar migration only depends on the previous sandbar location and the local wave height. To test whether other wave properties are important for the correction, we augmented equations B6 and B7 with wave period and direction, and several nonlinear transformations of those variables. The corrected results differed only several centimeters at most from the original correction method.
Apart from wave period and direction, the water depth above the sandbar crest might also affect sandbar migration. The water depth is not included in equation (B2), but is implicitly assumed to be linearly proportional to the cross-shore sandbar location xs. However, sandbar height might change disproportionate to the cross-shore sandbar location, and the profile slope might not be exactly linear over the entire sandbar zone, thus violating the linearity assumption. At sites with slowly evolving sandbars this could be accounted for by time-variable regression coefficients, but for rapidly changing sandbars the amount of samples is too small to obtain reliable time-variable regression coefficients. We tried using time-variable regression coefficients for all sites with block sizes of 50 to 400 days, but found only a few centimeters difference between the original linear correction method and a method with variable regression coefficients.
During all our trials we found that the difference between the linear correction method and any combination of nonlinear transformations, partial linear models, or additional variables remained below a few decimeters, which is small compared to the maximum correction of almost 10 meters. The main reason for this is that the least-squares fit procedure approximates the nonlinear functions f· closest during high-energy conditions, when the corrections are also large. Least-squares fit procedures minimize the quadratic error, which biases the results toward the largest changes in the variables. Because large changes in wave height and sandbar location often coincide, the corrections made by linear and nonlinear models are almost the same during these conditions. During low-energetic conditions, the nonlinear models might yield a better representation of the wave-height-and water-level-induced differences between subsequent observations, but the corrections are too small to cause a considerable difference with a linear model. might still estimate the actual local wave height better than the offshore measurements. Here we use the wave transformation model on observed profiles from the HORS data set to compute local wave heights estimates and compare those with offshore-measured values. The comparison is based on 247 profiles obtained over a period of thirteen subsequent months, covering one cycle of offshore sandbar migration. First, we calculated the local wave height in the trough between the inner and outer sandbars in the observed profiles. Next, we computed two different estimates for these local wave heights: (1) the offshore-measured wave height and (2) the computed wave height in the trough of some other profile. Figure 6a shows the estimates as a function of the computed trough wave height for an example profile (9 August 1989). For this specific profile, the locallycomputed wave height turns out to be a better approximation of the computed trough wave height in other profiles than the offshore-measured wave heights, especially for the higher waves. To investigate whether this is also the case for wave-height computations based on other profiles, we repeated the computations for all other profiles in the thirteen-month dataset. Figure 6b shows the average error of two estimates for the computed trough wave height: the offshore-measured wave height and the trough wave height, based each time on a different profile. Note that the values in Figure 6b represent the average error of the estimates over all 247 profiles as a function of the profile that was used to estimate the local trough wave height. The average error of the offshoremeasured wave heights is constant because it does not depend on the profile used to compute the local estimate. The results make clear that independent of the chosen profile, the trough wave height computed in that profile is a better estimate of the trough wave height in other profiles than the offshore-measured values.
Apart from the evidence presented in Figure 6 , we also found that the use of locally computed wave heights rather than offshore-measured wave heights yielded more accurate long-term predictions (see e.g. Figure 4 ). Models that were fed with locally computed wave heights consistently outperformed models using offshore-measured wave heights for both the fixed-and the variable-parameter model described in Section 3 and all data sets.
